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Tape 1 
 
 

In this interview, Eugenia Stanciu, born in 1923 and a lifelong resident of Limbenii Noi (in 
present-day Moldova), talks about the plight of the local Jews of her area during World War II. 
She also goes into detail about caring for two Jewish girls during the war. 
 
 
[01:] 00:38:00 – [01:] 03:25:00 
 
She offers personal information, including her name, birth year, and birthplace; talks about Jews 
in her village before the war, remembers there were only two Jewish families in her village and 
lists the members she can recall: Liuba, Leica, Kaim, Danila, Landis, Astra, Heim, and 
Freida; tries to recall what happened with them during the war, but they [no clarification as to 
precisely who] gathered the Jews together and does not know what happened with them after 
they were gathered. 
 
[01:] 03:25:01 – [01:] 03:53:25 
 
She mentions that thousands of Jews gathered together in a particular place in her village; 
remembers that the place included a stable and was untidy, with vegetation growing everywhere; 
specifies again that the Jews were gathered there. 
 
[01:] 03:54:00 – [01:] 07:16:21 
 
She mentions that people, including herself, would often stare at the stable full of Jews; 
remembers seeing in the crowd two girls brought from another town called Făleşti; recalls them 
looking at her directly in the eyes and recognizing her [she does not mention how the girls knew 
her]; says she looked back and signaled for them to sneak through a passage in the vegetation 
growing near a corner of the stable; indicates she left the area and led the girls out of the stable; 
says she brought the girls to her house, gave them water, and warmed it and so they could wash 
themselves, but could not feed them because she did not have anything to offer at that moment; 
recalls talking and crying with the girls for a while and then the girls went back to the stable so 
nobody would realize they were gone, but that Romanian soldiers saw everything; says the 
soldiers approached her and her husband and began kicking her husband and slapping her; says 
her husband shouted that the girls snuck out; mentions a storage space dug in the ground of a 
neighborhood where many Jews died; says she later found out the two girls were put inside the 
storage space and that the time of their release is not known, nor whether they survived or not. 
 
[01:] 07:16:22 – [01:] 15:22:15 
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She mentions the girls’ names and that they were about 14 years old from the village of Făleşti; 
says that Romanian, not German, soldiers brought the Jews to her village; recalls how the Jews 
would beg for food from locals and that Romanian soldiers would punish both parties: those that 
they caught giving food and the Jews trying to take the food; elaborates on the place (the stable) 
where Jews were held; says it was not very secure and that it was summer when the Jews were 
gathered; says she witnessed how the Jews were brought to the stable: they were pushed and 
forced, walking from different places, and that they were trying to help one another; mentions 
that many died, were thrown into carts and buried on a school lot near a forest; tells how she saw 
the graves when passing by that place; tries to recall how many carts she saw; remembers there 
were typically four or five corpses, old and young, in each cart; recalls the gathered Jews 
screaming out of despair to the soldiers, saying they were poor Jews and they did not have any 
gold; mentions that the Jews remained at the stable area for several weeks; describes their living 
conditions, personal hygiene, and how they would exchange clothes for different items with 
locals; says their languages of communication were Moldovan and Yiddish; recalls the Jewish 
women asking passersby why they had to suffer and go through all this. 
 
[01:] 15:22:16 – [01:] 19:39:19 
 
She elaborates on the stable’s security; says her mother watched as some of the Jews were 
brought to the edge of a grave, shot, and buried by Romanian soldiers; mentions that Romanian 
soldiers where driving the carts filled with corpses of Jews; specifies she did not see Germans; 
tells how the Jews were taken away, on foot, from their villages. 
 
[01] 19:39:20 – [01] 21:17:16 
 
She describes the stable area where the Jews were kept; recalls there were lice and fleas; declares 
she has not visited the place because it is very sad and terrifying. 
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